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Contact In Situ: Insitu@comcast.net 

IN SITU - ONLINE PUBLICATION IN SITU - ONLINE PUBLICATION 

Artifact Hunting at it’s best 
 In Situ is a free, not for profit, online publica-
tion featuring the “In Situ” finds of artifact collectors 
from across the North America.  The goal at In Situ 
Online Publication is to support the artifact collect-
ing community and its interests at large and to pro-
mote the hobby of artifact collecting in a responsible 
manner.    

E-ALERTS 
 If you are interested in receiving a friendly 
email announcement regarding the In Situ Online 
Publication and new releases, please contact us at: 

  

Insitu@comast.net 
Subject: Add to Mail List 

  
 The In situ Online Publication mail list will 
remain private and will not be provided to any third 
parties. 

Editor: David Heath 
Co-Editor: Donna Heath 
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http://www.arrowheads.com 

ARROWHEADS / INDIAN ARTIFACTS / PREHISTORIC RELICS / ARCHAEOLOGY 

Arrowhead Chat Room / Discussion Page / Artifact Auction / Resource Pages / Related Links / Artifact Dealers 

Visit us at: 

Host Sponsor Volume 2, Issue 3 

PREMIER SITE FOR  
THE COLLECTION OF INDIAN ARTIFACTS AND THE PREVENTION OF ARTI-

FACT FRAUD  

We have Arrowhead Related Articles, A Discussion Bulletin Board, Members Bio, 
Members Artifacts, Tons of Arrowhead related Links. Just Register to enjoy all the 
benefits.  

http://www.arrowpack.com 
Visit us at: 

Collecting relics for most of us is more than a hobby, it 
is a passion.  The relics left by past people each tell us 
story, give us a glimpse into the past.  It is our duty to 
preserve this past for future generations.  On this site 
you will find information that will be helpful to the aver-
age, as well as, more advanced collector.  Discussion 
forum, arcade games, artifact trivia, real-time chat, arti-
facts for sale, useful articles & typology are just a few of the things you will find.  Don't forget to check out my pottery 
restoration page!  - Matt Rowe 

http://www.arrowheads1.com 
Visit us at: 

http://www.alaskanartifacts.com 
Visit us at: 

ALASKAN ARTIFACTS 

Features detailed information related to North Alaskan and Aleutian Artifacts 

In Situ In Situ Online Publication “Artifact Hunting At It’s Best” 
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In Situ In Situ Online Publication “Artifact Hunting At It’s Best” 

Mention In Situ Online Publication  and receive a 5% Discount on 
your orders with these participating websites 

• 5% Discounting is limited to one customer order per month, valid through 2006.  

• 5% Discounting applies to only “direct website orders only.”   

• 5% Discounting is only be applied when the customer “makes reference to Website Ad appearing in our In Situ Online Publication.” 

• Advertised Websites reserve the right to waive the 5% Discounting when other discounts are being applied of greater value to customer orders. 

*Rules Apply 

http://www.PaleoWorld.com 

http://www.DrGomer.com 

http://www.BHudsonArtifacts.com 

http://www.ArtifactHound.com 

Your artifact related re-
source.  All items guaran-
teed AUTHENTIC for life 

We have something for eve-
ryone, the beginner to the 
most discriminating collec-
tor. 

LAR provides professional 
restoration services at rea-
sonable rates.  They are 
one of the best in the busi-
ness. 

Welcome to Artifact 
Hound.  We offer authentic 
artifacts to both the begin-
ner and advanced collector. 

http://www.RiddlesRelics.com 

All artifacts are guaranteed 
for 14 days, if you need 
longer to send to an authen-
ticator just let me know.  
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“Artifact Hunting At It’s Best” IN SI·TU(ĬN SĒ'TŪ) - IN THE ORIGINAL POSITION 
 Volume 2, Issue 3 

Found by: Patrick Baumann Found by: Patrick Baumann Found by: Patrick Baumann --- Missouri Missouri Missouri   
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Found by: Tommy Estes - Mississippi 

I went to the creek this afternoon to see if the little rain we had the past couple of days had washed up anything. 
I only found artifact, but it's a nice one. It was on the very first pile, where I usually find only Flint (or nothing at 
all). The rest of the piles I hunted had nothing on them. All except for the last one, which had this cottonmouth 
guarding it?  We had a confrontation that ended in a stalemate. He slid off into the bushes, and I hunted my clay 
pile. He was a big sucker and I tried to stay out of his way best I could.  

- Tommy Estes 
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Found by: Greg Fournier - Massachusetts 

I found these two artifacts in Southeastern Massachusetts.  The corn stocks in the back-
ground tell the type of field that was hunted - Greg Fournier 

COVER 
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Found by: Matt Rowe - Oklahoma 

Shown in situ is a nice Oklahoma Celt.  Great 
polish. 

The Gary or Kreager was found in another 
hunter’s footprint. 

I thought I'd snap a pic of some of my re-
cently found arrow points. These were all 
found within the past 3 months, most from 
this year.  - Matt Rowe 
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Found by: Monty Pennington - Kentucky 

John Gibson, my son Seth, Sophie the pup and I got out and 
walked an hour last evening.   Here are the in-situ's of the 
"expanded center" Gorget.  The Gorget actually had 4 holes 
scored; two are almost touching; 3 are scored so they are 
very noticeable.  I wish it did not have the damage to the 
ends.  The ends were squared off and polished because 
there is a tiny remnant of this remaining on BOTH ends.  I am 
not sure of the material, maybe a dense sand or lime stone, 
green in color  

- Monty 
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Found by: Don Musser - New Mexico 

The find of the day is the 2.5” Paleo, Hell Gap.  It is thin and well made with fully ground stem edges and base.  
On the other side is an impact fracture that was resharpened out. - Don 

Camera: Cannon A70 
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Found by: Mike Menichetti - Arkansas 
Shown is an Ensor Lori found on 3/06 along Ta-
bleRock Lake .Berry Co, Missouri. The lake 
level was low and the spring rain cut ruts in the 
silt exposing this beauty.  It measures 2 3/4"  

 

The next point is another one Lori found after 
work on 3/23/ 06 along TableRock Lake in the 
same area she found the Ensor. Look at the 
way its pointing straight up. 

- Mike Menichetti
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I was surface hunting a bottle digging site in downtown Lex-
ington, Ky. It had rained the night before and I was checking 
the lot for marbles and stuff before I started my dig. Just a 
few days earlier they had removed a huge tree stump and 
rolled it off to the side. As I made my way around the stump, 
something caught my eye. I couldn't believe it when I realized 
what I was looking at! It is a nice Hardstone, Hopewell celt.  
It’s 3-3/4 inches long and perfect. I never would have ex-
pected to find something like that on a downtown construc-
tion site  

- Chris Capley 

Found by: Chris Capley - Kentucky 
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Found by: Britt Isenberg - Pennsylvania 

The morning air was crisp and cool as a thunderstorm had just gone through the area the night before.  I decided to head up 
to my favorite fields along the Susquehanna River and see what was uncovered.  On this day I was to turn over more flint 
than I have ever seen on a single day of artifact collecting in my life.  I had been hunting for about an hour and had only 
found a few broken pieces when low and behold!  Directly in front of me sat this  pretty little Susquehanna Bifurcate Point 
freshly out of the surface.  After finding this one, my day was made.  I did continue on however to find one more whole point 
and some nicely worked broken points.  The bifurcate is about an inch long. 
 

Finally spring has arrived and the local fields were about ready to be plowed.  I thought I was going to miss it since I only 
come home from school on weekends.  I didn't think the fields would be plowed yet since it was only late March and I de-
cided to head up along the river and do some digging.  As it turned out, I was driving past one of the best fields in the area 
when much to my surprise; it was plowed nice and deep!  Boy was I excited!  I quickly parked the car and excited, nearly ran 
down to the field.  Much to my disappointment, the conditions weren't that great as we had not had much rain for about three 
weeks.  It was hard to see anything, but I looked anyways.  I flipped over a few pieces of flint and on the third piece, boy was 
I excited.  I found this gorgeous reworked Bare Island Point that must have gotten lots of use as it was worked down so 
much that it is wider than it is long.  Made out of a beautiful Onondaga Chert, I found the point along the Susquehanna River 
on April 1, 2006 north of Harrisburg, PA  - Britt Isenberg 
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Found by: Bob Wright - Nevada 

My name is Bob Wright and I live in Nevada. I found this nice Humboldt in January 2006. It came from an 
area that I have found several other arrowheads in the past      

- Bob Wright 

Not for Profit 

The AUTHENTIC ARTIFACT COLLECTORS ASSOCIATION (AACA) is a group of individuals 
dedicated to the collection of authentic ancient Native American artifacts. As members we up-
hold the Association’s goals and subscribe to its rules of conduct pertaining to the collection 
and the sale of ancient relics. We welcome all collectors and dealers with the desire to avoid 
reproductions to join the AACA. 

Visit us at: http://theaaca.com 
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Collector’s Corner 

Anthony Havens - Madison Co., IL Britt Isenburg - Dauphin County, Bill Jones - Warren County Ohio  

Deb Myers - Alamosa County, CO  Garrett Walsh - Halifax, MA  Jerry Branstetter - NE. OK  

Terry Wells - Elmore County, AL   Tommy Estes - NE. MS  Patrick Baumann - MO  

Tommy Estes - NE. MS  
http://www.bcartifacts.com 

Visit us at: 

WESTCOAST ARROWHEADS & BC ARTIFACTS 
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Found by: Todd Murphy - Wisconsin 

Just a week ago (April 06), I was hunting in a field when I came across a point sticking out of a clump of dirt.  
I was going to take it out, but thought my 5 year old son, Jack, would get a kick out of pulling it out first.  I put 
the clump of dirt in my pack and continued hunting.  When I got home, I had Jack get in position and my wife 
took these photos.  They are all actual shots as they happened; none are "faked for the camera."  There is a 
shot of him pulling it out, then of me seeing that it was a Clovis and trying to get it out of his hand.  There is a 
shot of Jack reaching out for the point saying "Mine!"  And finally, me holding my son's Clovis.  I never 
dreamed there would be a Clovis in that Clump of dirt   

- Todd Murphy 
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Found by: Todd Murphy - Wisconsin 

Mic mac pipe (I think) made of MN Catlinite. 

Found in Wisconsin 

 - Todd Murphy 
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Found by: Ken Gibson - Oregon 

These artifacts were found on farm land next to Lower 
Klamath Lake by my son Wes and me. We found a great 
mortar / bowl. I look forward to getting more In-Situ photos, 
as it makes things more exciting having to pause and take 
the photos.   Later we can BS with our hunting partners and 
try guessing if it is a complete point or a broken one 

- Ken Gibson 
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Found by: Travis Yearsley - Kentucky 

I found this point in a plowed field, 60 yards from 
where I found many broken and a very few whole 
pieces as a child 27 years ago.  I had walked this 
section of the field several times and never found a 
thing.  Honestly, I had written it off as Hope-
less.  Since they do not plow the most productive site 
any longer I was forced to walk this section or none at 
all.  My decision paid off.....I found this point and ex-
ercised MUCH restraint as I waited for my bored wife 
to bring the camera from the Jeep.  I seriously never 
expected to find anything in this area, especially since 
I gave up on it 25 years ago.  The field had been 
plowed for over 30 years and to find something rela-
tively WHOLE was amazing.  I also found what I be-
lieve to be a small bifacial scraper about 8 yards from 
where the Big Sandy was found.  I will go back, as 
soon as a tremendous rain hits the dirt again!   

  

This site is where two creeks merge into one in Harri-
son County, KY.  The artifact was found as the sun 
was setting on April 9th 2006.......hence the long 
shadows in the photos.......discovered and docu-
mented by Travis Yearsley, a member of the AACA  

- Travis Yearsley 
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Found by: Kevin Young - Oklahoma 

Hunting has been a bit slow lately, but it all changed recently with this killer Boat Stone. It is a North-
east Oklahoma find and the only one I have ever found in 24+ years of hunting. 
 
The material is slate I think.  It is made from material that is common to the area it was found. Makes 
me wonder how many slate artifacts I have missed 

- Kevin Young 
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I went out last weekend and had a pretty 
good day. I hit the usual spot and found 
a few nice ones.   We hit a High Moun-
tain Creek to hunt and found a real heart 
breaker. We were walking along a creek 
and needed to move around some low 
hung branches. My son wanted to look 
under them, so I lifted up the branch and 
just about freaked out when I saw the 
well made blade 

- ASC 

In Situ In Situ Online Publication 
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Found by: ASC - Washington 
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Found by: ASC - Washington 

Nice little Agatized point. Looks like it was reworked, 
Note: reduction at midsection to tip. 

Length: 1.3" 

A nice little Agatized wood Rabbit Island point. 
Tip and a small fracture at the base. 

Length: 1.0" 

Sweet little dart 
Agatized Wood 

Length:1.3" 
 

Very small fracture on 
the right barb 
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Found by: Brent Dew - Texas 

This point was found on March 25, 2006 in Nacogdoches County, Texas.  I had not found anything all day and 
was on my way back to the truck when I stumbled onto this beauty.  It is made of a tan flint and measures 7/8"x 
1-1/8" long.  I believe it is a Bonham  

- Brent Dew 

I found this point on Feb. 25, 2006 in Angelina 
County. It was cold and raining straight down.  Love 
to hunt points during and after rains.  It is made from 
a cream colored stone with grey specks.  It measures 
1"x1-1/2" long   

- Brent Dew 
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Found by: Dan Hill - Connecticut 

I am Dan Hill from Plainfield CT, a newbie to 

artifact collecting. On Jan. 14, 2006 I found 

this paddle drill in a cornfield along the 

Quinebaug River after a warm spell melted 

the snow cover 

- Dan Hill 
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Found by: Robert Dills - Ohio 

Here are a couple of my better surface finds from this year. The first is great Coshocton triangle arrowpoint 

with a clear quartz inclusion in the center of the point. 

 

Also shown is an Ohio Lance made of the Nellie variety of Upper Mercer as most are, it was found on 6-4-06 

near Canal Fulton Ohio.  Both pieces were found & photographed by myself 

-  Robert J Dills 
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Found by: Rick Tracy - Indiana 

Here's an insitu shot of an Axe I found on April 

19th 2006. Found outside Fairland Indiana, 

Shelby County.  It is 6 and 1/2in long by 3 and 

1/4in wide and is made from Grey Granite Hard-

stone. Decent bit polish and groove polish. A few 

plow marks but in really good shape 

- Rick Tracy 
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Had a little rain recently so back to some good ole SW Mo. creek walking. This was the 
first find of the day and I would have been content, if it was the only one. Some type of 
early Lanceolate, nicely translucent and in decent condition. 

This one made for an exceptional hunt today! Not often you find them like this, in creek 
gravel. This is a killer, 3 7/16" SW Missouri Dickson. Just laying there, high and dry, basi-
cally fully exposed, waiting for the next headhunter to come by. It shows awesome flaking, 
wafer thin, ground stem, great color and nice, heavy creek patina. Definitely in my top ten 
best personal finds! 

Found by: Richard Thompson - Missouri 
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http://www.bcartifacts.com 
Visit us at: 

WESTCOAST ARROWHEADS & BC ARTIFACTS 

Professional Artifact Authentication, Services and Supplies 

Visit us at: 
http://www.jacksongalleries.com 

P.O. Box 1005  

Mount Sterling, Kentucky 40353 

Tel: 800-466-3836 • Fax: 859-499-0160 

Look to Tom and David Davis for the finest quality relics, 
reliable authentication & much, much more! Over 50 years 
of combined experience!  

P.O. Box 676 

Stanton, KY 40380 
Tel: (606) 663-2741• fax: (606) 663-4370 http://www.tomdavisartifacts.com 

Visit us at: 

IN SI·TU(ĬN SĒ'TŪ) - IN THE ORIGINAL POSITION 
 Volume 2, Issue 3 In Situ Online Publication 

“Artifact Hunting At It’s 

The Central States Archaeological Societies, Inc. is a non-profit or-
ganization and has no paid officers or employees. Donate funds 
now to assist us in meeting our mission statement.   

Visit us at: 

http://www.csasi.org 


